Lubbock (AP)- Texas Tech’s chapter of Alpha Chi Omega will be hosting a philanthropy event, Pizza Pie with Alpha Chi, on November 5 at 7 Greek Circle. The event will benefit Women’s Protective Services, according to the Facebook event. Tickets will be ten dollars walk in and seven when preordered by any member of the sorority.

A Chi O, as they are casually referred to, is involved with Women’s Protection Service, the only woman’s shelter in Lubbock, for their main philanthropy project. Pizza Pie with Alpha Chi is the biggest event they do where all proceeds go directly to the shelter including ticket sales, T-shirts, and an open donation box.

After interviewing soon to be active member and current pledge, Camille Vaclavik, she explained “The attending get an unlimited amount of pizza, a live concert from The Grant Gilbert Band, and get to hang out with the coolest sorority at Tech.” Vaclavik went on to say that the ticket is most certainly worth it and will pay for itself. As A Chi O is the only Greek organization on campus involved with Women Protection Service they have to make sure it’s a big one.

Another current member of the sorority, Sarah McMillian, went on to add that the t-shirts will be sold at 25 dollars apiece and will directly go towards the shelter that not only protects the women house there but also the children they have and keeps them safe from abusive spouses and parents. She added that this is not the only way they help however once a week a small group goes and offers the children free tutoring as they often fall behind due to having to move away from home and stay hidden from abusive parents and life partners.

“It is not just women from Lubbock, it is a well-known in the community and houses women from all over Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma and even Mexico.” She later added that it isn’t just tutoring but other groups of girls are found throughout the week entertaining the children while their mothers are at work, a requirement by the facility for the member in order to stay.

The event in November is another way that they help the women’s shelter and give back to their community. If you’re a fan of all you can eat pizza, country music and helping out those in need find your closest Alpha Chi Omega member and ask for a Pizza Pie with Alpha Chi ticket.